
DataMate™

Student Assessment & Management Platform

Which DataMate is Right for You? 
By adopting the DataMate management system, you will be taking advantage of our powerful 
assessment tools and rise to new levels of efficiency while gaining deep actionable insights. 
Improve student performance and save your precious time and money.

Features Scoring* Live Elite

DATA MANAGEMENT

View all data by assessment, grade and building a a a
Store data for unlimited years with instant access to historical information a a a
Securely upload large data files a a a
Automatically syncs with all Student Management Systems (SMS) and imports all student photos a a
Re-roster students to the current teacher of record a a 
ASSESSMENTS

Generate custom pre-slugged Answer Sheets for all paper-based tests (PBT) a a
Online assessments can be given in Kiosk Mode which locks the test taker into the assessment until it is complete.  
No software installation required. a
Assign students to an assessment and create testing windows/periods a
Create your own questions and assessments a
60,000+ Item Bank that includes past 5 years released NYS ELA, Math, Science, and all Regents exam questions a
20,000+ Assessment Bank that includes comprehensive examples from all assessment types (Units, Interims, etc.) 

Online Assessments in NEXTERA™-like emulation mode a a
Easily upload Answer Sheets from your copiers a a
Online scoring of authentic computer-based testing (CBT) items a
REPORTS & INSIGHTS

Export to Excel and PDF files a a a
Student results display on district map using Geocoding and include disaggregation fields a a a
Miscue Reports provide analysis of incorrect percentages by item with distractor identification a a a
KR20/KR21 report to confirm assessment item validity/reliability a a
Show state tests with disaggregated data and comparatives against other districts, BOCES, RIC and more a a
Student scores and data are divided by performance levels a a
Digital Student Portfolio a a
Teacher Level Reports provide helpful info for professional development through student assessment performance data a a
Disaggregated data reporting for multiple student cohorts a a
Customizable reports (developed as required) a a

* Scoring version is included with Educational Vistas NYS Scoring and Reporting


